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>discovertalent 

About us 

GWG provides permanent recruitment, executive 
recruitment, contract personnel, payroll services 
and consulting, including outplacement and salary 
benchmarking. We leverage the recruitment 
industry’s very best education, tools, and 
practices. 
 
We know that finding the right person can make 
the world of difference for your business. That’s 
why we make it our business to actively seek out 
and partner with talented professionals all year 
round so we have top talent ready just when you 
need them. 
 
Our expert talent acquisition team works as an 
extension of your team, management or board – 
partnering with you to understand your business, 
both commercially and culturally.  
 
We then match your needs with the highest calibre 
talent and cultural fit, drawing on our proprietary 
Xplor™ recruitment methodology to select the 
right person for your organisation. 
 
We’ve been placing talent across the region for 
over a decade, servicing industry-leading 
employers in financial services, logistics, utilities, 
manufacturing, resources, education, digital and 
technology, and professional services.  
 
Build your ultimate workforce by drawing on our 
expertise in permanent recruitment, executive 
recruitment, contractor resourcing and more. We 
partner with your organisation through any stage, 
from growth and business transformation, to 
redundancies and restructures. 
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>permanent 

Your trusted partner in permanent recruitment 

Our service model is based on experience with 
hundreds of organisations – from top-tier ASX-listed 
companies to small start-ups – and adapts to your 
specific needs, organisational structure and culture. 
We have valuable experience and capabilities in 
navigating complex recruitment environments. 

Bringing the right candidates to you 

Our experienced team of senior recruitment 
consultants source candidates for government, non-
profit and private enterprise across a range of sectors. 
We work closely with candidates all year round, 
mapping their experience, career goals, work 
preferences, capabilities and values – so we’re in touch 
with top talent right when you need them.  

Assure the right match 

Our exclusive Xplor™ methodology is built upon years 
of practical experience and industry best-practice, 
applying a rigorous 5-step process to identify the most 
suitable candidates for each role, team environment 
and broader organisational culture. We also leverage 
market-leading tools like psychometric testing to help 
shape informed decisions. 

Reach the best talent, quickly 

Draw on our significant in-house recruitment marketing 
capabilities to promote your organisation’s unique 
brand and employee value proposition. We can develop 
tailored and targeted campaigns that stand out from 
the crowd, going far beyond standard job postings and 
access our database of over 50,000 talented 
professionals and 20,000 passive connections. 
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We find and connect with 
the very best talent across 

the region and beyond 
- motivated and skilled 

people who are ready to be 
part of your team. 

+ 
Our team curate large candidate pools, 
enabling access to pre-qualified talent 
within short time frames. 



  

We make hiring a 
contractor simple, 
managing the 
process for you, 
from selection to 
payroll including 
superannuation, 
insurances and 
health and safety. 

+ 
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Access to specialist skills 

As an alternative to employing a permanent employee, 
contracting allows you to hire a professional for a set time and 
hourly or daily rate. Whether you’re looking to accelerate a 
project, need a short-term resource or seeking specialist skills, 
contracting is a powerful and efficient way to build your 
workforce. 

Accelerate with flexibility 

Our contracting talent pool features thousands of carefully 
selected professionals across a wide range of industries and 
experience levels. From experienced senior managers who can 
deliver multimillion-dollar projects through to temps for short-
term assignments. 

Hire with ease 

Whether you’re looking to accelerate a project, fill a short-term 
resourcing need, or secure specialist skills, we keep the hiring 
process simple. We manage everything for you, from 
recruitment to assessment, onboarding, payroll, 
superannuation, insurance and health and safety inductions.  

The right fit 

We’ll partner with you to understand your needs, selecting the 
right contractor and going above and beyond to complete the 
process with the highest standards of professionalism and 
care. Our experienced talent acquisition team conducts careful 
diligence through background checks, references and 
interviews tailored to your needs. 

Contractor care 

Stay focused on your priorities while we take care of end-to-
end contractor engagement. We’ll be in touch with your 
contractor throughout, with regular communications, 
troubleshooting and on-site contractor care meetings so you 
can get on with the job at hand. 
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All participants in the executive 
recruitment process receive the 

highest level of customer and 
brand experience. 
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Extensive sourcing 

Our wide-reaching executive sourcing strategy involves 
proactively and strategically engaging the right local, 
national, or international talent.  

We have a demonstrated track record in executive 
search assignments that showcases our ability to 
source niche senior professionals from a global talent 
pool.  

In our pursuit to discover the best calibre candidates 
our team have sourced and placed executives for local 
organisations from across Australia and the world - 
including locations such as: 

+ Johannesburg 
+ New York 
+ London 
+ Singapore 
+ Darwin 

+ Sydney 
+ Brisbane 
+ Melbourne 
+ Perth 
 

Importantly, our retention rate for executive placements 
is 100%. Some of our recent executive roles include: 

+ Banking  
+ Non-Profit 
+ Supply Chain  
+ Government 
+ Government 
+ Legal  
+ Health 

− Chief Risk Officer 
− Chief Finance Officer  
− GM Corporate Services  
− Chief Information Officer  
− Chief Financial Officer 
− Senior Partner 
− Executive Director 
 

Deeper understanding 

Our executive recruitment and selection process 
involves gaining a deep understanding of what makes 
your organisation a desirable place to work, combined 
with the attributes of senior candidates who are likely 
to be highly successful.  

Brand and experience 

We take care to leverage your company profile and 
ensure all participants in the recruitment process 
receive the highest level of customer and brand 
experience. We regularly meet with stakeholders to 
understand key business drivers and the unique needs 
of each division or organisation. 
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Our wide-reaching 
sourcing strategies 
combined with our 

Xplor™ methodology 
reveals candidates’ 

key motivations, 
values, and cultural fit 
to provide the highest 

calibre shortlist. 

+ 
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Smart recruitment, powered by experience 

Our exclusive Xplor™ methodology combines years of practical knowledge 
with industry best practice. It forms the foundation of our recruitment 
approach, allowing us to locate and assess motivated, experienced, 
knowledgeable, and capable candidates for each role, team environment, and 
organisational culture.  

No more looking in haystacks 

Don’t rely on potluck to find your next job candidate – we partner with you 
and use Xplor™ to define, target and carefully select for long-term success, so 
you know you’re looking in the right places for the right people.   

An exploration of experience and potential fit 

The methodology utilises a multi-platform suite of inbound marketing, 
outbound talent search, applicant tracking and assessment tools. The use of 
market leading software drives faster, professional, and friendlier 
experiences for all stakeholders. 
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Our outplacement programs 
support your displaced workers to 

gain successful re-employment 
whilst minimising your companies’ 

reputational risk and maintaining 
workforce engagement. 

+ 
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Helping you support displaced workers 

Managing a workforce restructure, transition or 
termination is challenging. Our outplacement 
programs support your displaced workers to achieve 
re-employment while maintaining workforce 
engagement and minimising your organisation’s 
exposure to reputational risk. 

Creating a positive transition 

Our team’s empathetic approach combined with their 
extensive hiring networks and market knowledge will 
ensure your people are empowered to navigate the 
change, accelerate their job search and ultimately 
achieve successful re-employment. 

Defining a path for success  

Maintain healthy relationships with your displaced 
workers, retained staff and customers by embracing a 
positive, step-by-step process that demonstrates care 
and compassion during a difficult and uncertain time. 

Tailored programs 

Programs can be delivered one-on-one or in group 
settings and are designed to provide your people with 
the right tools, advice and confidence to navigate the 
path to new employment. 

Flexibility for remote delivery 

Our programs can be provided remotely without 
compromising quality of service, allowing your 
organisation to continue moving forward, regardless 
of circumstances. 
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We are an accredited government 
supplier and multi-panel partner. 
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